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Apoffo 7 crew appears on TV
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON (AP)Apollo 7 Commander Walter M.
Schlrra Jr., wearing his familiar
lop-sided grin, greeted America
from space with a joke yesterday by televising a sign reading
"Hello from the lovely Apollo
room, high atop everything."
.Schlrra, who refused to turn on
the on-board television camera
Saturday, could not resist the
temptation yesterday to flash signs
to the folks back home.
Moments after the first sign,
the Navy captain showed a second
message which read, "Keep those
cards and letters coming in,
folks."
The TV pictures from inside the
Apollo 7 cabin showed Schlrra on
his commander's couch, and Air
Force MaJ. Donn F. Elsele standing in the center, still wearing
the suit he wore Into space for
last Friday's launch at Cape Kennedy.
Walter Cunningham, the
third crewman, was seen only
briefly on the left side of the
screen.
The crew spent much of the
seven-minute transmission grinning into the camera and laughing at comments from the ground.
None of the three waved at the
camera.

mission control said, "was shorter than anticipated," but the quality was called "amizlng and much
better than expected." The transmission, scheduled to last 10 to
12 minutes, was carried live by
television networks. A second telecast from space was scheduled
for 9:25 a.m. today.
One of the astronauts pointed the
camera out a spacecraft window
at the earth as Apollo 7 sped
across the Gulf of Mexico at five
miles a second. Part of the Gulf
coast was visible and the camera
scanned the Florida peninsula as
it whipped over it in 60 seconds.
Television transmission continued until the spacecraft passed

over the horizon from Florida.
Mission control said the final
transmission came from about 800
to 900 miles from the Florida
coast.
Just over four hours after the
telecast, the crew lighted up the
powerful 20,000-pound thrust service propulsion rocket engine for
the third time.
The burn lasted nine seconds and
was against the direction Apollo 7
was traveling, causing, in effect,
the spacecraft to slow slightly and
go Into another orbital plane. The
thrust dropped the orbit'slow point
from 139 miles to 110 miles.
Elsele took over the commander's couch for the burn. He was

Lit entries due
Art, photos, fiction and
poetry for the BG News literary supplement will be accepted in 106 University Hall
until tomorrow.
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Millions available
for financial aid

Dean plan
By JIM LAW
Staff Writer
In a move Dean Fayetta Paulsen
calls, "...organizational change
In a functional way," the student
personnel deans have broken down
the barriers of sex.
Before their re-location in the
Student Services Building, the
deans of women were doing one
thing, the men another, and a lot
of overlapping was going on in
the middle. Now, through this organizational change, a more efficient and uniform operation is under
way, said Miss Paulsen.
Dean Raymond C. Whittaker,
dean of students, is the main
coordinator, and Is a major factor
in University policy.
Dean Paulsen, who Is the associate dean of students, deals with
the organization and operation of
all residence halls. Directly under
Dean Paulsen is Director of Women's Residence Hall Operations
Miss Barbara Keller, and for the
men's halls, Mr. Harold Wassink.
Both are assistant deans of students. There are four other assistant deans.
Mr. Patrick M. Conway Is
Director of Standards and Procedures. This is a new area, and
encompasses dealings with university policy that go beyond the
coverage provided by Student
Court, Traffic Court, etc.
Mr. Richard Lenhart Is coordinator of Student Programs and
Activities. Mr. Lenhart Is assisted by Miss Linda Pleblow, Program Coordinator for women's
residence halls, and Mr. Irvln
BrandeL. Program Coordinator for
Men's Residences. This office,
for example, organizes pre-registration and orientation, and most
unlverslty-wlde events.
Miss Carolyn Wood, and Mr.
Timothy F. Smith team to handle
the Greeks. Miss Wood is the
sorority advisor, and Mr. Smith
the fraternity advisor.

eliminating the chlorlnatlon of our
water today."
The astronauts periodically Inject chlorine Into their water supply to assure Its purity, but Schlrra said it took a period of time
"before the water started tasting
palatable again." Mission control
said to eliminate the chlorine.

Serving a growing
university since 1920

"You forgot to shave this morning, Elsele," Mission control said
at one point.
"I lost my razor," the Air
Force major replied. Astronauts
cannot shave In space because the
absence of gravity would allow the
cut bristle to float around the
spacecraft.
The television transmission,

restructured

ready to take over if the guidance and navigation system, which
controlled the rocket's thrust,
failed or miscalculated.
One of the crew, however, called
the burn, "solid as a rock. That
thing really slaps you."
During the afternoon, Schlrra
asked mission control to "consider

Barbara Ann* Eisenhower
Photo by Tim Culek

Ike's granddaughter at BG
on whirlwind campaign tour
By JIM SMITH
Staff Writer
Anybody but Barbara Anne Elsenhower would be offended If someone
misspelled her name. One of the biggest thrills for the 19-year-old
granddaughter of the former President of the United States came,
oddly enough, as the result of her name being Incorrectly written.
The incident occured at the University of Massachusetts, where she
is a sophomore art major. "Mademoiselle", a leading fashion magazine, was recruiting models for campus wear. Anne, as she prefers
to be called, applied—as a Joke. To her astonishment, she was selected.
"At first," the pert brunette said with a smile, "I thought that I
had been chosen because of my name. But It turned out that they had
mlspelled 'Elsenhower' and didn't know who I was."
Sitting in the living room of the Union's University Suite, Anne
Elsenhower looked like a fashion model. Her brown hair was closely
cropped in a style which accented her strong facial features. Wearing
a fashionable dark green dress with orange pinstripes, she looked as
though she could have stepped off the cover of, say, "Mademoiselle."
Anne was on campus last weekend during a whirlwind campaign
tour on behalf of the Nixon-Agnew ticket. Included in her Itinerary
was a motorcade through Rossford, a visit to the Elsenhower Room
at the Defiance College Library, and a banquet In the Grand Ballroom
of the Union.
When asked why she supported Nixon, she answered, "Becuase
he's the most qualified for the Job."
She remarked that while she enjoyed campaigning, she knew little
about politics. "If you want to know about politics," the tall, slender
coed said, "you should talk to David (her brother, who is engaged
to Richard Nixon's daughter, Julie). He's the politician." Despite
this Insistence, she had some very strong opinions on certain issues,
especially those concerning young people.
With regard to student unrest on the campuses, she comment, "Protesting is fine; but violence is carrying freedom a little too far."
Anne sees the objectives of the hippie movement as". .nice,
but too unrealistic." She believes that by teaching nothing but love,
they tend to avoid the practicalities of life.
As President Elsenhower bad been a strong advocate of lowering
the voting age, this reporter confidently queried as to what age she
would like to see it lowered to. That confidence quickly vanished
however, when she calmly replied that she wouldn't.
"I'm the only one In my family who feels this way," the Phoenix vllle, Pa. native said, almost apologetically, "but I don't believe that
the majority of today's youth are qualified enough to vote."
In Anne's opinion, the most pressing problem facing young people
today Is the realization that they cannot dominate society. "There
are plenty of problems," she said thoughtfully as she stared out the
window at the students below, "but we must cooperate with the older
generation in solving them. "We've got to be able to give as well as
take."
Following her graduation from the University of Massachusetts,
Anne plans to work again for a magazine—not as a model, but in the
art department. Why? "Becuase It Interests me," she said flatly.
If s probably just as well. Who ever heard of a model with the name
"Elsenhower"?

By JOHN GRAFF
Staff Writer
More than four million dollars
has been made available to students In the way of financial aid
for the 1968-69 school year. This is
an Increase of $516,856 over the
amount allocated last year, according to Mr. Robert McKay,
director of financial aids.
Interested students may apply
In the Office of Student Financial

Speakers to
join today's
open forum
by GARY CROOKS
Staff Writer
Today's open forum at 4 p.m.
on the front steps of Williams
Hall will feature dramatizations
and music. Speaking on various
facets of the BGSU education system will be Dr. Ray Endres, associate professor of education; Dr.
J. R. Bashore, chairman of the department of English; and Mark
Squatrlto, graduate assistant In the
department of sociology.
"But any views may be expressed at these forums. All you
have to do Is walk up and express
them," said Christine Bierl, secretary to Student Council President
Nick Llcate who originally suggested the forum.
Student Council will continue
sponsoring these open forums.
During Inclement weather they
will be held on the ground floor
of the Student Services Building.
"The idea of the open forum is
to foster open speech and dla
logue among the students, faculty,
and administration. We think the
atmosphere of .the open forum encourages participation," said Miss
Bierl.
"The forums are especially
aimed at helping the professor get
his views out of the classroom so
students can better understand
them," Miss Bierl explained.
Organized by Steve Llpson, last
Tuesday's forum was considered
a success from the diverse views
expressed. It delt with a leterary view of war and with literature in general.
Future forums will Include such
topics as student rights, the Greek
system student-faculty communication, and a dramatic forum.
"The Important thing about these
forums is that they are to'happen'.
They are not rigidly constructed,"
Miss Bierl emphasized, adding that
"they're a heckuva lot of fun."

Aid in 320 Student Services Building.
A student desiring to apply for
any of the various forms of financial aid should follow these four
steps:
—1. Apply for admission to
the University.
—2. Request an Application for
Financial Aid from the Student
Financial Aid Office.
—3. File a Family Financial
Statement with the American College Testing Program.
—4. Take the American College Test.
Scholarships are available to
students who rank high In their
high school class or to continuing
students who are above a 3.0 point
average. As many as 500 scholarships are available this year.
The University awards grantsln-ald to students whose need is
great and whose point average may
be lower than that needed for scholarships. A student must have a
2.0 point average for a grantln-ald. Thisyear377 students are
expected to receive grants-in-aid.
More than 3,000 students at
Bowling Green State University
earn a part of their expenses annually through assigned work on
campus.
Among such positions are departmental and library assistants,
custodians, clerks, kitchen helpers and typists.
The rate of pay ranges from
$1.30 to $1.60 an hour.
No student carrying a full academic load Is permitted to work
more than 20 hours per week without proper approval.
Borrowing for a college education has become a popular form
of aid In recent years. Students
may borrow through long term
loans to be repaid after graduation or short term loans to be
repaid from earnings during the
current term.
To obtain a National Defense
Loan from the University a freshman student must rank in the top
40 per cent of his high school
graduating class and have maintained at least a 2.50 point average. For the continuing student,
the minimum requirement is a
2.20 point average until he attains
senior status when this minimum
point average Is dropped to 2.00
tor eligibility.
A defense loan may be granted
up to $1,000 In any fiscal year,
or $5,000 for the student's entire
college career. The student Is
expected to justify his request for
the loan.
As much as 50 per cent of the
loan may be cancelled for any
borrower who serves as a full(C ontlnued on Page 6)
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letters to the editor

editorial
Peter Thorn
Throughout the last week, Bowling Green students were
treated to several performances by an unknown folk singer,
Peter Thorn.
Mr. Thorn, who was born in
Scotland and lived most of his
lite in Montreal, is part of the
"Coffeehouse Circuit" sponsored by the Hitter End coffee
house in New York City.
The purpose of the "Coffee
house Circuit" is to give some
measure of publicity to folk
singers who ore less wellknown thun their commercialized counterparts.
Even though Mr. Thorn is
less well-known and has not
reached the commercial success that other folk singers
have, he possesses just as
much talent. His guitur artistry
is superb, and his voice draws
the audience into a song.
His interpretations of songs
by Dylan, Collins, Baez and
other are distinctively his
own, and yet they arc just as lovely as the originals.
The Union Activities Organization is to be congratulated for
joining in the "Coffeehouse Circuit" and providing an intimacy
in entertainment that is extremely difficult to achieve in lurge
concerts.
We feel that u student cannot get a better bargain than free
performances by an artist of Mr. Thorn's ability and we are looking forward to the other artists that will be brought to campus on
the circuit.
And we would also like to sincerely thank Mr. Thorn for his
excellent performances, his easy-going style and his interchange
of ideas with the students who bothered to talk to him. He made
a prospectivelv boring week into a beautiful one.

policy have myunder standing,
those of Indifference have my sympathy. There are many avenues of
protest, while violence Is only a
200-300 Chlcagos? Will Bowldead end street. Elected officers,
ing Green be a "mini" Chicago?
student council, administrators, as
LI Ike most Americans, watched well as professors are all open to
havoc created In Convention
student opinions. Dissent must exCity a few short weeks ago. But,
ist on our campus for it is a bymy mind kept drifting from the
product of creativity. But vioscreen and Chicago, Illinois back
lence is unnecessary as well as
to safe and secure Bowling Green,
abusive to the parties involved.
tucked away somewhere In northThe more ideas and conflicts of
western Ohio. Could It happen
opinion that abound on our campus
here? After much thought, I dethe better. But, when any one
cided—no, It cannot, it must not
group uses violence to assert Its
happen here.
Ideas, then the freedom of exAs students we have the time and
pressing oneself has been abused.
opportunity to create—Ideas,
opinions, as well as policies. It
Bowling Green need not be anIs with despair that, admittedly,
other Chicago confrontation. But
this creative talent Is often condissent, protest, opinions, and
tained by prejudice, frustration,
ideas must become integrated into
and rejection. Thus, we, as stucampus life. The four years of
dents of Bowling Green, must seek
college life are four years of
to secure a climate of creativity—
creativity. Violence would only
a climate In which every student
disrupt the idea of establishing a
Is free to express his Ideas.
climate of creativity. My door
Freedom of expression as well
will be open thoughout the year
as dissent are two guarantees of
and every student Is Invited to
democracy. If we lose sight of
discuss any issue with me. Crethese two freedoms or If we abuse
ativity is important and with conthem, then the democracy which we
centrated effort, Bowling Green
claim exists within our boundaries
can become a center of free self
Is nothing more than a mere word
expression—ideas and opinions
with no appreciative meaning. Viocan become a way of life—an edlence does not build or aid In
ucation in Itself.
creativity, but detracts and disRoger McCraw
claims the very nature of creaJunior Class President
tivity.
I do not condone the police state,
gestapo tactics, or the use of
barbed wire to alienate a party
from its people. However, I cannot approve of the actions of some
One of the most extraordinary
demonstrators. Obscene Insults,
phenomena ever seen on the AmViet Cong flags, and human exerican political scene is making
cretion are not my ideas of IntelItself felt this year. It Is the
ligent devices to employ when long-needed candidacy of a truly
seeking to advance a cause.
great American, George C. WalSupporters of change have my lace of Alabama.
admiration, supporters of present
In answer to the News editorial
of October 8, 1968. I feel the
need to bring out the extreme
weaknesses in several of the statements made concerning former
Governor Wallace.
You stated Mr. Wallace said,
"I ain't going to be out-niggered
anymore," after losing his first
election. If this is true, It must
have touched the hearts of the
Alabama Negroes, for he elected
and obtained as much If not more
support from the Negroes of Alabama as he did from the white
supporters on his second attempt
to gain public office in Alabama.
Concerning his call for "segregation forever," Mr. Wallace
mong ourselves but with other
was merely expressing his belief
ethnic groups under the same yoke
that segregation would be a living
of White oppression. United together, we will be able to bring problem of this nation for years
to come.
about this Important change, which
He is the man who stood in the
we must have now. For this
door to the University of Alabama
change is more important to Black
and prevented two students from
.people then who gets to the moon
entering, and the fact that they
first or the war in Vietnam.
In order to accomplish this task were Negro was not the reason
for his actions. The reasons may
Black people cannot expend their
be read, by anyone so interested,
energies In spastic or ill-temin the report by the Attorney
pered explosions without meanGeneral Robert F. Kennedy to the
ingful goals. For we must move
President after conferences with
from the politics of philanthropy
Mr. Wallace.
to the politics of metropolitan deThe charge that he subverted the
velopment for equal opportunity,
constitution of Alabama to get his
In order to lay bare the truth of wife elected Indicates that the News
our cities.
believes that the interpretations.

a, Ke ,0 ff,a,e
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Elect Wallace

Nature of Black power
(Editor's note: This is the second part of a two-part column.
The first part dealt with why
black people are seeking power.)
By DENNIS McMICKENS
Student Columnist
At the sam 9 time we are building upon the power which we already have. 'Black Power' Is
already present to some extent
in the Black church, In Black fraternities and sororities, In Black
professional organizations, and in
the opportunities afforded to
Blacks who make decisions in
some of the Integrated organizations of White society.
Due to this realization of 'Black
Power', Black social and professional organizations develop new
roles for engaging the problems of
equal opportunity and put less
time into frivolity of idle chatter
and social waste.
We will not apologize for the
existence of this form of group
power, for Blacks have been oppressed as a group, not as Individuals. We will not find our
way of that oppression until White
America, which consists of Jews,
Italians, Poles and White AngloSaxon Protestants, among others,
accepts the need for Black Americans to have and to wield group
power.
However, If power is sought
merely as an end Itself, it tends
to turn upon those who seek it.
Blacks need power in order to
participate more effectively at
all levels of the life of our nation. This does not mean we are
asking for a new form of lsolatlonaltsm or a foolish effort at
domination of the White population
nor Is It because we are one

tenth of the population In America; for we need not be reminded
of the awesome power wielded by
the 90% majority.
We see and feel that power every
day in the destructions heaped upon
Black families and communities
of this nation. We can no longer
be threatened by your cold heartless statements. For we are men
and women, not children, who have
grown out of our fear for White
Power, which can hardly hurt us
any more in the future than it does
in the present or has in the past.
Moreover, those bare census
figures conceal the potential political strength which Is ours If
Blacks organize properly In the
big cities and establish effective
alliances.
Neither will we concern ourselves with reconciliation for our
White brothers who fear that our
movement will damage gains already made by the civil rights
movement. If those gains are in
fact real, they will withstand the
claims of Black people for power
and justice, not Just for a few
select Blacks here and there, but
for the masses of Black citizens.
Instead we must rest our concern for reconciliation on the firm
ground that we and all other Black
Americans are one. Our history
and destiny are indissolubly
linked. If the future is to belong
to any of us, It must be prepared
for all of us. For In the final
analysis, we are persons and the
power of Black people must be
wielded to make visible our goal
of human equality.
The future of this nation will
not belong to White Americans.
We are not only organizing a-

The ability and inability of all
readers to understand this article
which deals with the racial tensions of our day, depends greatly
on whether or not the reader can
accept the clean-cut truth. For
Blacks are not seeking personal
vengeance on the White populace
but are trying to destroy a system
which produces racism and exploits them.

Hod VanHoose
217 Bromfleld

Ofher version
Now that the Bowling Green
Chapter of the American Association of University Professors
has heard one description of Bowling Green's students, I would like
to present the other, more suitable,
version.
As co-chairman of Student Charities Board last year, I found that
the majority of the students on
this campus are far from "conservative, apathetic and disinterested".
Our goal was $6700.00 and student body contributions exceeded
that goal by $200.00.
We, the students, showed an
Interest and concern for people who
may not be as fortunate as ourselves.
We, the students, organized
dorm parties, sold baked goods,
held auctions, car washes, and
contests and gave all proceeds to
the Student Charities Drive.
Independents, Greeks, commuters, foreign students worked hard
and put In long hours to make last
year's drive the success it was.
But the one description of the
students here at Bowling Green
proved one point: When the students do something wrong, it makes
the front page; but when we do
something constructive, it makes
page 3!!1
Nell Anderson
317 Lime St.
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thomas d. hine
Judith a. eicher
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Judith a. wright
timothy a. culek

Unfortunately this system was
created by Whites and for Whites,
which automatically excluded
Blacks. Therefore our goal is to
be effectively Incorporated Into
this system and function solely
for the betterment of all American Blacks.
Our theme is Freedom Now!
or Death for American tomorrow! since the solution to the
Black problem of this nation lies
with the American Whites. Meaning that the cry for 'Black Power'
will continue until the needs of all
Black Americans are met.

and amendments of the constitutions of the individual states are
made by the governors rather
than the Supreme Court systems
In these individual states.
I can only say that the election
of the late Mrs. Wallace by the
citizens of the state of Alabama
disproves th,s accusation and proves that the Ideas of George C.
Wallace are not racist, and are
not fascist as the editorial proposes.
May I ask why a state, which
Is largely Negro in population,
would elct by an overwhelming majority a man and then his wife to
his highest office of the state if
these watered-down accusations
were true. When he says he will
establish law and order In America, he means he will give the law
enforcing Institutions the authority to do their duty and not be
"handcuffed" themselves by the
minority who seem to think their
freedom has no limits.
At no time has former Governor
Wallace stated that he will involve the United Sates In endless
wars and when someone takes It
upon himself to "twist" the words
of a candidate, be It Mr. Nixon,
Mr. Humphrey, or Mr. Wallace,
and do so In such an obviously
prejudiced fashion, It is, in my
opinion, time for that person to
re-evaluate his words.
I feel that putting George Corley
Wallace in the White House would
be among the greatest steps ever
taken toward the betterment of tills
nation and the world.
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Drama, suspense, impact
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Curtain time again
The University Theatre opens Its
1968-1969 season by presenting William Hanley's "Slow Dance
On The Killing Ground". The
play will be performed In the Joe
E. Brown Theatre Wednesday
through Sunday.
"Slo.. Dance On the Killing
Ground" Is a human drama with
moments of high suspense and
emotional Impact. The play takes
place In a small candy store In
a factory district of Brooklyn In
1962 on the night that Adolph
Elchmann was hanged. The candy
store becomes a temporary sanctuary for a strangely met trio—
a sanctuary from the outside world
which one character describes as
"the killing ground".
The three characters are: Mr.
Glas, a German ex com muni st,
played by Donald Loeffler(graduate

student; Randall, a negro youth,
performed by Leonard Walton
(sophomore In the College of Liberal Arts); and Rosle, an eighteen
year-old pregnant college girl,
played by Mary Gallagher (Junior
in the College of Education^ Caught
up in dilemmas of guilt and punishment, each one in turn exposes
his own fears and anxieties.
The play is also concerned with
a slowly developing moral Issue—
an Issue which each person must
resolve for himself, as one character puts It: "We choose the
dark streets up which we walk.
And If we are guilty of the denial
of life who Is there to save us
from that but ourselves?"
Although the play Is essentially
a dramatic expose of its three
characters, the playwright goes
one step further and through his
characters makes a comment on

YAF contest hinges
on best selling book
The Young Americans for Freedom organization on campus is
sponsoring a contest for college
students which will net the national winners $1000 first prize, $500
second prize, $250 third prize
and 15 cash awards of $50 for
fourth place.
At a recent meeting of the YAF
the details of the contest were
explained. It consists of a series
of true-false questions, a cartoon
to be captloned and a puzzle to
be completed. The contest Is based
on Eugene Lyon's best selling
book, "Workers' Paradise Lost."
The contest Is open to all college
students and the only cost Is the
price of the book. The deadline is
December 1.
Rod Matto, a senior In Liberal
Arts, asked the group to help him
circulate a petition supporting the
release of the crew of the USS
Pueblo.
Brian Steffens, BGU-YAF chairman, announced that YAF was the
first campus group to support this
petition and hopes that all political and fraternal campus organizations will help with the petition.
The YAK has several non-liberal
speakers scheduled this year to All
The first will be Bob Turner,
who will speak In a forum October 29. He was graduated from
Indiana University where he specialized in Vietnamese Studies In
the Government Department Honors Program.
BGU-YAF has challenged the

Students for a Democratic Society to find someone to debate
Turner In the forum.
A fllmstrlp on the Berkeley riots
of 1965 Vietnam Day Demonstration will be shown at the next
meeting. "Revolution Underway,"
a thirty minute documentary on the
civil unrest In America will be
shown at a future meeting.

New address?
Effective immediately, the
University Housing Office, 133
Administration Building, will
assume the responsibility for
collecting address changes
from all University students.
Students are asked to stop
by the Housing Office and complete a Change of Address
Form If any of the following
addresses have changed since
October 1 or If they should
change at any time during the
Quarter;
(1) Off Campus Addressfl.e.
local address)
(2) Parent's Address
(3) Mailing Address
(4) BlUlng Address and
(5) Marital Status
Changes of address within
Campus Housing (from hall to
hall) will continue to be processed by the Hall Directors
and will not become a part of
the service outlined above.

the contemporary society In which
we live.
Allen S. White, Instructor in
speech Is directing the production
and Brlant Hamor Lee, Instructor
in speech, is the scenery and lighting designer.
Reserved seats may be obtained
at the University Theatre box office
for the regular admission price of
$1.00 for adults and 25? for children. Special Bargain Books are
also available. For reservations
call 353-5611, extension 3303,
from 11:00 a.m. to 3:30p.m. dally.
Curtain time Is 8 p.m.

campus
calendar
OPEN HEARING
Discussion on parking at 7 p.m.
tonight In 112 Life Science.
INTERNATIONAL CIRCLE-K
Will meet in the Taft Room of
the University Union tonight at
1 p.m. All are welcome to attend.
SKI CLUB
Will meet tonight In the Wayne
Room In the Unverslty Union at
6 p.m. Plans for more reduced
rates and skiing lnOhlo, New York,
and Pennsylvania will be discussed. Anyone wishing to join
should attend the meeting.
EPISCOPAL YOUTH GROUP
Will meet today from 3-5 p.m.
in the Wayne Room of the University Union.
COMPTON HALL
Will present Nick Llcate speaking on "Dorm Autonomy" In its
first lounge tommorrow at 6 p.m.
SAILING CLUB
Will meet tonight at 6 p.m.
in 117 Hayes Hall.
ELECTION BOARD
Will hold a meeting of all candidates for freshman elections tonight at 6 p.m. in 415 Student
Services Building. Elections are
October 23.
GROWTH CENTER
The Counseling Center's
"Growth Room," 320 Student Services Building, will be open to any
Interested persons from 1-5 p.m.
today. The "Growth Room" Is
for anyone desiring to express and
expand their thoughts with others.

from the Associated Press

New trial date set for Sirhan
A trial date of Dec. 9 was set yesterday for Sirhan Blshara Sirhan,
charged with murdering Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
The court reset the trial after Sirhan's defense attorney said his
co-counsel could not be ready for the scheduled date of Nov. 1.
Superior Judge Herbert V. Walker, who will try the case, said the
Jury will be locked up nightly to protect It from being Influenced
by any outside elements. If a Jury has not been Impaneled by Dec.
23, he said, the trial would be recessed until after the ChristmasNew Years holidays.

6 parties file on Ohio ballot
COLUMBUS - The Communist Party and the Socialist Labor Party
have filed lists of 26 electors to run candidates In the presidential
election In Ohio.
It brings to six the number of parties which have filed electors. The
others are the Democratic and Republican parties, the Prohibition
Party and the Socialist Workers of Ohio Party.
George Wallace's American Independent Party has yet to file
its list of electors. The deadline Is today.

FALCON'S RANCH
Horseback Riding
8-6 DAILY
Only $3.00 An Hour
GO EAST ON RT. 6 - TURN SOUTH ON RT. 23:
TURN LEFT ON RISINGSUN, WHICH IS ONE
MILE SOUTH OF ROUTE 281. TURN RIGHT
ON WAYNE ROAD AND GO V* MILE.

For Information
Phone 352-5502

Women's Club
Dining Room
134 NORTH PROSPECT

(Opposite Court House)

SERVING DINNERS BY
RESERVATIONS SUNDAY OCT. 20,
11:30 AM TO 2:30 PM
Phone Anytime Thursday 352-5650

EXCELLENT FOOD

||^S Tassel-Ties a KILTIE MOC
and prices it for back-to-campus savings!
LASALLE'S
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classifieds

Student Council notes
It was announced at the Thursday Student Council meeting that
council has arranged tor bulletin boards to be set up on campus
for student use. Also student speakers are now available to
address campus groups and can be contacted by calling Chuck
Peterson at 352-3495.
Council members voted to co- sponsor a session with UCF dealing
with Selective Service problems on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. In
the Pink Dogwood Room. Approval was also given to the revised
Policy on Academic Honesty which Is before the Faculty Senate.
If passed by the Senate, It will be Incorporated Into the University
Code.
A Declaration of Specific Student Rights was passed and will be
posted In the dorms and on campus this week. Also passed was a
resolution In support of Ohio University students' demand for
a meaningful voice In the selection of a new university president.
Council announced that the Freshman Photo Directories will
be distributed today and tomorrow from 1 to 5 p.m. In 405 Student
Services Building.
Student Council will meet again Thursday at 7 p.m. In 112 Life
Science Building. Everyone Is welcome.
- Nick Llcate

Hayes Hall new site
for business offices
The College of Business Administration
Is no longer located
on the sixth floor of the Administration Building. Practically all
of the College's departments are
located In Hayes Hall.
Dean Karl Vogt, Dr. Johnson,
assistant dean, and Dr. Marie
Hodge, assistant to the dean, have
offices in room 112 of Hayes Hall.
All departments except, the School

of Journalism, Business Law, and
the department of Quantitative Analysis and Control are located In
Hayes Hall.
The School of Journalism Is located In University HalL Business
Law Is on the third floor of Mosley Hall. The department of Quantitative Analysis and Control, the
College's largest department, is
located In Shatzcll Hall.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday.

FOR SALE: 1962 Chevy Belalr
V-8, Standard Chevy spoke hubs
good condition. Call 354-9334.
1968 Smith Corona Typewriter Delux; Excellent Cond. Phone 3527921 after 5 p.m.

FOR SALE
DUBIOUS VIRILITY? '66 TR4AITD, CONV. Roadster, all extrasl!
"Racy" Green. 353-2764,206 Liberty St.

1967 Ford Galaxle 4D., hardtop,
V8 automatic, under 18,000 miles,
Excellent cond. $2095. Phone 3538251.

'63 Pontlac full power, alr-cond.,
V8. $950 or reasonable offer. 3582984.

FOR RENT
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS,
Clough St. Extension, opposite BG
Stadium. Bg"s Flnst New Adult/
Family Apt. Community. Exceptionally large 2-3 bedroom suites.
1 1/2-2 baths, fully carpeted, alrcond. swimming pool and cable
TV. Rentals from $175 Include
all utilities excqt electricity. Open 7 DAYS A WEEK, 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. FOR INFORMATION
CALL 352-5088. BATES AND
SPRINGER, INC., MANAGERS.

Bowling Ball Used three times.
$8.00. 353-2984.
1968 Camaro coupe demonstrator;
1966 Impala Sport Coupe, V-8
stick; 1961 VW red with sun roof.
DICKEY CHEVROLET, 669-2662
Weston , O. Open Moo,
Wed., & Fri. till 9.
Good Buy, 1968 Cougar Straight
stick, dark green. See at 1017
Boone Court In the Village or call
352-5596.
Gibson Elect. Guitar and Fender
Super Rev. Amp. Practically new
also Fuzz-Tone and Shure Microphone. Phone-352-5922 after 5.
•62 Chevy Conv., 283 stick new top,
tires. $500. 354-7274.

Private office available Immediately. 352-5401.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Green and Brown Plaid CPO
Coat. Lost at C.I. Upstairs Frl.,
Oct. 4th. Reward. Call 353-4564,
Kathy.

Gold Oblong Pendant with 3 stones.
Family Heirloom. Reward. Contact
Hazel Smith, Commuter Center.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Congratulations Fluffy and Fur,
on your pinning. Tack and Rosemary's Baby.
Congratulations Kappa Sigma
Pledges on choosing the best. The
Plnmates.
Dee: Thanks for the flowers. The
Girls of 323.
French Tutoring - Ask for Rich2590.
You'd be surprised at what you
can get in a closet.
Lea.
Anchors think Phis are the Greatest - Thanks for everything.
Caren Is a stud!
Ride available to Toledo. Sat. for
MCAT. Call 352-5678.
NEEDED: Rides to Sandusky or
Norwalk every Frl. after 12:00.
Peggy, Rm. 238, Ext. 2704. Will
share expenses.
CABINA: You got the sugar (a
double dose) but you haven't made
the corn. The Flower Markers.
REPUBLICANS
AND DEMOCRATS: WE have a platform you
can read and understand. Write for
free copy—no obligations. The Universal Party, P.O. Box 516 Berkeley, California 94701.
TYPEWRITER - Royal Aristocrat
Portable, 1
1/2 yrs. old-like
new 352-5001.

Westinghouse needs students
with oceans of knowledge

Feel like trying snow skiing this
winter? Then come to the BGSU
Ski Club meeting this Tues. Oct.
15 at 6:00 in the Wayne Room of
the Union. There'll be discount
rates and skiing In New York,
Penn., and Ohio this year. Let's
get high for America's fastest
growing sport.
Record Oldies: 15,000 in stock
Send 250 for 2000 listed catalog
Mail orders fill Immediately. Record Center, 1895 West 25th Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
Betty, Nothlngwlll separate us, Not
ever Dover—Your twin.
3 Youth Leaders, $2.10 per hour
to $2.40 per hour. Ohio Youth Commission, State Civil Service Commission, Fringe Benefits, 40 hour
week Maumee Youth Camp R. 2
Liberty Center, Ohio. Call 8775396or 875-6965.

or knowledge of oceans.

Ride needed to Cleveland (Mayfield Hts.) every Frl. at 4:00 p.m.
Call Bob at 328 Krelscher C.
Phone 3410 - 3411 - 3412 - 3413.
"Will share expenses."
Gem stones and Jewelry, R. Younklan, 343 s. Main, B.C. 354-1362.
Coming or going to Woodvllle
mornings about 8 a.m. afternoons
about 3:15. 352-5401.
IRONING WANTED - 354-5211.
Weez: Thanks for two wonderful
years. Yours always, Rog.

Absentee
forms ready
Our Deepstar manned submersible
can explore down to 4.000 ft. We're
designing one to go 20.000. Our
scanning sonar makes "sound" images of the ocean floor and anything
on it. Our Oceanographic Laboratory on Chesapeake Bay is the
world's largest.
What does all this have to do with

Regulations on absentee balloting In the November 5 election,
for students who will be away from
home are as follows:

electricity ? Just as much as rebuilding slum areas, teaching the hardcore unemployed and desalting the
oceans. Westinghouse is deep in all
of them.
We're also developing a "fast
breeder" reactor and building a
nuclear space engine. Plus, of
course, everything connected with

electricity, practical or theoretical.
But everything's not perfect. We
need your help for our biggest
growth period, coming up.
Talk to the Westinghouse campus
recruiter, or write Luke Noggle.
Westinghouse Education Center.
Pittsburgh. Pa. 15221. An equal
opportunity employer.

The Westinghouse recruiter will be on campus October 30 to interview
candidates for our financial management training program.

You can be sure...if it's

Westinghouse

—All absentee voters must
request an absentee ballot In writing from their local election
board. Such requests can be made
any time after October 8, at the
county seat.
—A formal application blank will
then be mailed to the voter. It
must be completed, notarized and
mailed back to the election board.
—When the ballot Is received,
it must also be notarized and
sealed In an envelope provided
by the board before being returned.
—The deadline for ballots Is
October 31.
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Lecture series
interview schedule
Business and Government
Recruiting Schedules
I.CTOBER 16
Pan American Petroleum Corp.,
|[Geology),
OCTOBER 21
DuPont, (Chem.~B.A. & M.A.),
Ohio Dept. of Highways, (Acct.,
■econ., rel. est., Secretarial, pub.
■rel., bus. adm.),
Dana Corporation, (Acct.,
|M.B.A., Summer empl. in acct.).
Employers Group of Ins. Companies, (Insurance),
Clark Equipment Company,
Kacct., adv., econ., gen. bus., lnd.
Imgmt. & prod., pers. mgmt., sales
Imgmt., bus. adm.),
1 Midwest Maid, Inc., (Open schedules).
OCTOBER 22
Midwest Maid, Inc., (Same as
)ct. 21),
Llbbey-O wens-Ford Glass
Company, (Adv., econ., gen. bus.,
d. mgmt. & prod., mktg., sales
ugmt. bus. adm., chem., physics,
M.B.A.),
Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Company, (Acct., bus. stat., econ.,
, & bank., gen. bus., Ins., mktg.,
les mgmt, off. mgmt., stat.,
lib. rel., bus. adm., econ., psych.,
oclo., M.B.A.),
General Mills, (Open schedules),
Rich's, Inc., (Bus. stat., econ.,
^en. bus., retailing, bus. adm.,
con. Eng., hist., home ec, Journ.,
lath),
Wright-Patterson AFB, (Acct,
bus. stat., econ., fin. & bank.,
Ilnd. mgmt. & prod., pers. mgmt.,
■stat., trans. & pub. I'tll., bus.
ladm., econ., math., MBA).
JTOBER 23
Llbbey-O wens-Ford Glass
Tompany, (Same as Oct. 22),
Mobil Oil. (Acct.. adv.. bus.

stat., econ., geol., fin. & bank.,
gen. bus., mktg., retail, sell. &
sales mgmt., Amer. studies, bus.
adm., chem., econ., Eng., geophy,
hist.),
Saunders Leasing, (open schedules),
Industrial Nucleonics Corporation, (open schedules),
Whirlpool Corporation, (Acct,
gen. bus., lnd. mgmt. & prod.,
pers. mgmt., sell. & sales mgmt.,
B.A. it M.A. In math, M.B.A.),
Dayton Tire & Rubber Company,
(Acct., gen. bus., lnd. mgmt. &
prod., mktg., sell. & sales mgmt.,
bus. adm., hist.),
Folger Coffee Division of Procter & Gamble, (M.B.A., and Sales),
Addressograph Multlgraph Corporation, (B.A. and M.A. In chem.
& Physics).
OCTOBER 24
Shell Oil Company, (B.A. In Geophysics, B.A. & M.A. in geology),
Cleveland Trust Company,
(acct., bus. stat., fin. & bank,
rel. est., secretarial),
Caterpillar Tractor Company,
(acct., econ, gen. bus, mktg,
sell. & sales mgmt, bus. adm,
econ, M.B.A.),
Society National Bank, Cleveland, (acct, econ., fin. & bank,
gen. bus, econ., L.A. with business courses).
OCTOBER 25
Shell Oil Company, (same as
Oct. 24),
Hooker Chemical Corporation,
(acct, pers. mgmt, B.A. & M.A.
In chem, M.B.A., M.A. In acct.),
Anchor Hocking Glass Corporation, (acct, bus. stat, gen. bus,
lnd. mgmt, mktg, pers. mgmt,
sell. & sales mgmt.),
Main I.afrentz & Company,
(B.S. & M.A. In acct.).

karate club stresses
irt form and style
Under the leadership of Mr.
Jack Coleman, full-time karate
nstructor from Toledo, BGSU
has Initiated Its own karate club.
This club was first founded In
larch 1967, and Is now blossomng Into a well-knit organization
lth over 30 members.
The style the club teaches Is
he Japanese Goju-Ryu In which
he art form Is stressed. The Instructors believe that the use of
asic strikes and kicks taught
hroughout the program Is better
|han knowing a few fancy tricks
aught In many of the unsanctloned
tlubs.

All rankings for the university
students officially come from the
A11-Jaman Karate-Do Federation,
the largest sanctioning body of
karate.
The BGSU karate club meets
different colleges In competition
and in the near future will be
entering the Second Annual GojuRyu Tournament held at the T.U.
Field House. The club Is always
Interested In enlisting new members and anyone can Join any
time by coming to one of the classes
which meet at the Newman Center
every Tuesday and Thursday at
7 p.m.

School and College
Recruiting Schedule
OCTOBER 17
Ohio State University (afternoon only), (Graduate school candidates for M.B.A. and Ph. D. In
Bus.),
OCTOBER 22
Mentor Board of Education, Ohio
(also evenings), M.S. in Ed, el.
ed, and Eng.),
Chesanlng Union School, Mich,
(El. ed, and spec, ed.),
Cleveland City Schools, Ohio
(also evenings), (Nearly all areas),
Lakota Local Schools, Ohio,
(Open schedules).
OCTOBER 23
Cleveland City Schools, Ohio,
(Same as Oct. 22),
Cuyhoga County Board of Education, Ohio, (Open schedule),
Clyde Exempted Village Schools,
Ohio, (Open schedules),
Mayfleld City Schools, Ohio (also evening), (Open schedules).
OCTOBER 24
Mayfleld City Schools, Ohio
(morning only), (Same as Oct. 23),
Akron Public Schools, Ohio (afternoon and evening), (Nearly all
areas),
North Rldgevllle Public Schools,
Ohio (also evening), (Art, el. ed,
Eng, lnd. arts, math),
Loraln City Schools, Ohio, (open schedules),
Alliance City Schools, Ohio,
(Men's H.P.E, and math),
East Cleveland Schools, Ohio
(also evening), (open schedules),
Wooster City Schools, Ohio
(Bus. ed, and el. ed.).
OCTOBER 25
Falrborn City Schools, Ohio,
(Open schedules).

More about

Aid

(Continued from Page 1)
time teacher lna public or other
non-profit elementary or secondary school or an Institution of
higher education at the rate of
10 percent up to five years of
teaching. The loan will be cancelled In the case of death or total disability.
If the borrower enters the armed
services of the United States or
the Peace Corps or VISTA, the
loan Is exemptd from Interest
charges up to three years while
he Is any such service.
Limited University funds are
available for short-term loans to
meet emergencies. These loans
are Interest free, limited to no
more than $50, and no longer than
three months.

Traffic ticket hearings to begin
By BRIAN STEFFENS
Staff Writer
All parking and traffic tickets
re payable at the Bursar's of( In the Administration Bulld'", according to Cathy Blck, clerk
|f Student Court.
All traffic and parking tickets
till be charged against the stulent violator and will appear on
Tie monthly statement Issued by
Jie Bursar and mailed to the stulent's home address. Any student
jlshing to contest the validity
the Issuance of a parking tickshould report to the Clerk of
traffic Court, Room 460, Student
pervlces Building between the
purs of 1 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday, and 1
^m. and 3:30 p.m. on Friday.
The Clerk will schedule the comlalnt for a hearing at which time,
Le student will have an opportu■ty to present his case to the Unlprsity Traffic Court. Should the
Durt find the student guilt of
^e alleged violation, Court coat*
i the amount of $2 wUlbeasaessed
will appear aa an additional

charge on the student's monthly
statement. However, In the event
of a "not guilty" finding, the
student's charge will be voided.
All questions concerning Traffic
Court procedures should be directed to the Clerk's office ext.
3304.
All complaints relative to motor
vehicle regulations should be directed to the University Parking
Committee.
University motor vehicle regulations require the student regis-

tration of any motor vehicle that
Is owned or operated by a student
or any member of his Immediate
family and which Is located In or
near the City of Bowling Green,
Ohio.
All owners of motor vehicles
should consult the pamphlet "Motor Vehicle Regulations" obtainable at the Office of Parking Services, located In the old Maintenance Building, and familiarize
themselves with Its contents.

WE TRY HARDER
We have to admit that we are not even Number 2
in size, wealth, etc., but Mentor, Ohio, has a
cherished reputation for selective innovation. If
you don't want to get in a rut, come see our recruiter for our public schools, October 22, 1968.
We try harder to moke your teaching career rewarding.

begins tomorrow
Spanish philosopher Julian Marlas will present the first In a aeries of International lectures tomorrow, at Bowling Green State
University.
"The United States, The Changing Scene, 1951-1968" will be the
topic of his 8 p.m. talk in the
Recital Hall of the School of Music.
Mr. Marias will be the first in
a series of International exchange
lectures between professors from
foreign universities and Bowling
Green,
Born in Spain, Mr. Marias waa
educated at the University of Madrid where he received his Ph. D.
degree. He has published 22 books,
three of which have been translated into English.

Julian Marias

Busy year ahead for
BG placement office
By CAROL VACCAS
Staff Writer
Not so long ago the Placement
Office meant a two-closet arrangeIn University Hall. But what a
change has taken place since then.
An official member of the Midwest College Placement Association, the BGSU Placement Office
has a staff dedicated to the basic
philosophy of concerning Itself
"with those aspects of student development which deal with his finding an optimum career."
Starting Wednesday, October 16,
recruitment interviews will begin
on the third floor of the Student
Services Building. The office Is
equipped with 19 comfortable Interview rooms and an attractive
lounge.
This year's staff Includes;
James L. Galloway, director,
Thomas P. WllletL Karel King,
Glenn T. Itosenthal, and Charles
Alexander. These people are anxious to serve all students who are
looking forward to a career or to
attending graduate school after a
formal education at BG.

Galloway feels that graduates of
all three colleges will have an
opportunity to benefit from placement, with exceptional possibilities for graduates of the liberal
arts program. Business is again In
demand of people trained in sales,
production management, accounting data processing, and Journalism. The teaching opportunities
are not only great, but much betber than last year. Last year
placement had 86,000 vacancies
available in teaching.
Salary Increases of from5-6%
can be expected In all career
areas.
At present, more than 1200 interviewers are expected at BG.
Figures onlastyear'splacement
show 684 school systems Interviewed at BG, an Increase of 77
over the 1966-67 figure. Company
and Industrial recruiting had 422
Interviewers on campus, and government sent 50 interviewers.
Placement schedules, as of today, will be printed every Tuesday In the BG News. To make an
appointment, call 353-8411 ext.
2631,2,3,4.

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN A CAREER IN:
Social Group Work
Physical Education
Pre-School Education
Adult Education
Art, Dance, and Drama
Explore job opportunities in the
Jewish Community Center
field with a Bachelor's Degree,
or explore Graduate School
Scholarships of 1,5O0-$3,OO0
Representatives of the Toledo Jewish Community Center
and the National Jewish Welfare Board will be on campus
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29.
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors are invited to contact
the placement office this week for an appointment.

HARRY ROSEN
Toledo Jewish Community Center
2275 Collingwood Blvd.
Toledo, Ohio 43620
Ch 3.9231
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Booters edge Cords
3-2 for third win

Wi ENCOUNTER Life Daily . .
BUT.
BUT.
How
to
to
to

BUT

do we RESPOND?
fight
endure
structures
face. . .
values
hostilities...

status
isolation
chaos...

to affirm, to negate, to create,
to exploit, to love . . .

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The Bowling Green soccer team tripped up thecCardlnals of Ball
State to gain their third win of the season in five decisions.
The Falcons were spared an overtime battle when the Cardinals
missed a penalty kick with no time remalnlne In the game. The 3-2
win Is the third victory for the Falcons by the one goal margin. "They were much better than last year," said coach Mickey Coch- '
rane, "and they played a great game against us."
"We seem to be drawing best efforts from our opponents," bemoaned Cochrane.
The Cardinals were off to the early lead, scoring in the first 20
seconds of the game. The defense* was playing much too loosely
according to Cochrane.
"That first goal didn't really hurt us, but It was aggravating an<
frustrating to get off to that kind of a start," said Cochrane.
Bowling Green came back with only four minutes gone to knot the
score. Jim Brewer tallieH on a penalty kick. Three minutes later
the Falcons added their go ahead goal on a perfect corner kick by
John Dohms.
The kick was well placed and John received a perfect screen from
teammate Bob Bartels,
The Falcons scored with only seven minutes gone in the third period to take a comfortable 3-1 lead over the Cardinals.
Inside Jim Brewer and wing Dick Green worked a switch to account
for the third goal. Brewer switched with Green as they approached
the Cards goal and then Jim fed Green with a pass that went for the
score.
"We did things right that we have been working on for a long time,"
said Cochran "like the corner kicks and the switches."
The Falcons out shot the hosts 26-19, led by the five shots by Brewer
and four by Dick Green. The Cards were forced to make 20 saves,
while Falcon goalie Gary Kovacs made 17 stops in the match.
Kovacs nearly stopped the first Ball State penalty shot, but did
make numerous fine saves in the game. "It was probably his best
day," said Cochrane.
The Bowling Green booters racked up 19 fouls in the game, but
Cochrane was happy to see this. The Falcons were playing aggressive
ball, something lacking in past encounters.
'•We haven't been rough, and we've been shying off, but we finally
got aggressive," said the coach. "We had an awful lot of fine individual efforts In this game."

joy
guilt
suffering

The UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP offers
these opportunities to respond . ..
ENCOUNTER GROUPS
An encounter group is an experience in indepth personal relationships centered upon
the concerns of the group's members.
Organizational meeting, Tuesday, October
15, 7:30 p.m.

A.

B.

Introductory — for those who have not
participated In an encounter situation.
Rev. Eugene Kell;
Dr. Henry Gerner
Advanced — for those who have participated In an encounter situation.
Dr. Henry Gerner

PROBE GROUPS
A new department providing intensive short
term focus on a specific topic, problem or
issue. Resource persons will be provided as
the groups demand.
Organizational meeting Tuesday, October
15, 7:30 p.m.

VI. Sex, Love and Marriage
Rev. Howard Ratcllff
First meeting, Wednesday
Organizational meeting, Wednesday, October 16, 7:30 p.m.
A seminar on the problems In Interpersonal relationships encountered during
courtship and marriage.

VII. We are open to suggestions for other probe
groups. If there Is a topic of particular
Interest to you, please submit It to us
along with the name of a resource person,
if possible, you know or feel to be adept
in this area. We will do our best to
establish such a group If there is a
reasonable demand.

Si

The Mass Media: Exploiter or Benefactor?
A probe-group dealing with the Influence
of the mass media In our society today.

n.

Dissent and Civil Disobedience
Close examination of the Abe Fortas
treatise and other such statements concerning dissent, civil disobedience and
violence in the United States.

in. The Student Code
This probe group will bring together opinions of faculty, students, and administrators on the newly proposed student code.
IV. Sex and the New Morality
Focus on interpersonal grappling with the
problems and possibilities of ethical decision-making with particular emphasis on
sexual ethics.
V.

The Prophets on Main Street
Rev. Roger Stutesman
An examination of the incisive relevance
of the 8th Century B.C. prophets for
20th Century society.

These opportunities are open to all BGU
students without regard to denominational affiliation.
A registration fee of $200 is charged for the
probe groups and encounter groups to cover
materials needed and facilities used. Grantsln- Aid are available to cover this registration
fee, if needed by individual students.
The offerings do not carry university credits.
Length: usually four, 60 minute sessions. The
time and day are for the first meeting, which
is subject to change If so desired by the group
members.
Tonight's meeting is for informational - organizational purposes. If you want to participate, but can't attend this meeting, you may
register by phone (363-8912) or by mail. Follow-up details will be sent to you.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
BOX 35
BGU
The United Christian Fellowship Center is located at
the corner of Ridge and Thurstln Streets, across from
sorority row.
:>;.

Frosh gridders bow

NAME-

Bowling Green regained the lead
in the third quarter on touchdowns
runs of one and 43 yards by Jerry
Fields and Julias Llvas, respectively.
Kent State went on top for good
on a 2 yard run by Lampley for
a score and a 24 yard pass from
Bowersox to McDonald.
The BG freshman picked up
19 first downs to 17 for Kent.
Bowling Green had 210 net yards
running and 108 yards passing.
McCann completed 9 of 23 passes
and Chuck Davis one of six.
Kent had three fumbles and lost
all 3 while BG fumbled 5 times
and recovered two.

INSTANT
EMPHASIZER
New standOUT
pocket-model
reference marker
by Eberhard Faber
makes words, titles,
numbers, and main
points stand out. In
textbooks, reports,
maps—on any kind
of paper.
Pocket-size standOUT
goes with you, marks
the important stuff
in either bright
transparent yellow or
pink for easy reference.

CAMPUS ADDRESS.
PHONE,

Won't show through
paper, either.

I am registering for (circle which)

ENCOUNTER GROUP: A,

The Bowling Green freshman
football team lost to Kent State
28-20 Friday afternoon at Doyt
L. Perry Field, Bowling Green led
twice in the contest 7-6 and 20-12
before Kent State scored two
fourth-quarter touchdowns to put
the game out of the Falcon's reach.
Kent scored first on a pass from
Bowersox to Duckworth traveling
53 yards. The extra point attempt
failed. Falcon Gary Schaeffer
caught a seven yard pass from
Dan McCann for a touchdown to
tie the score in the first quarter.
Dan Dyserf's kick was good on
the extra point and BG led 7-6.
However, Bowersox threw another
touchdown pass In the second quarter this time to Shaner for 34 yards.

B

PROBE GROUP: I II HI IV V VI

At your college
bookstore.

standOUT 49*
IM feg U 3 P« OH.

EBERHARD FABER
•WHKES iARM. M. • NEW YORK • CANADA • GERMANY • VENEZUELA • COLOMBIA
■
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Fa/cons fumble bid
to upset TU Rockets
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
TOLEDO—If you're one of those
football fans who likes to see a
lot of scoring, then viewing Saturday nlgbl's Toledo-BG grid action would have really turned you
on; about as much as taking a
trip downtown to watch the traffic
lights change.
The teams battled to a scoreless tie before a large turnout of
18, 236 at TU's Glass Bowl.
Fumble-ltls plagued both
squads, with BG losing the ball
on four of five occasions to three
out of five for the Rockets.
It was a case of "you take It,
I don't want It" that aided In halting any drive that might have ended
In a score.
Toledo had the best shot at winning the ball game, when with 39
seconds left In the fourth quarter,
the Itockets' Paul Fair Intercepted
a Nyltray pass at the 50-yard
line.
Steve Jones, TU quarterback,
then hit Dennis Tobias for a 10yard gain to the 39. After gaining 16 more yards on a pass to
Dave Daniels, the quick scrambling
Jones peeled out for an eight yard
gain, barely getting out of bounds
at the 15 with Just three seconds
remaining In the gam*.

Kicking specialist Ken Crots
then entered the game to try a
32-yard field goal. He got his
foot well Into the pigskin, but the
ball sailed Into the crowd after
passing to the left of the goal posts.
The scoreless tie was the first
for TU since locking horns with
Bowling Green In 1930.
It didn't take anymore than the
opening kick-off to foretell what
kind of evening was In store for
both teams, as Honester Davidson
bubbled the ball at the eight,
barely recovering In time to get
up to the 10-yard line.
BG had a threat going In the
second quarter after Brltt Rabun
plopped on a loose ball In TU
territory. Crockett attempted to
pick up the line-drive kick at TU's
31, but a bad hop caused the pigskin to ricochet off his leg. The
drive fizzled on the 18 yard marker, though, forcing BG to go for the
field goal.
Sllva's kick was partially
blocked and fell short of Its mark.
After the Itockets received the
ball, TU's Roland Moss got It up
to the 22, and on the next play, Bob
Pfefferle went up the middle on a
trap play, breaking Into the open.
It looked like he would go all the
way, but Bill Demlng outran him,
and finally dragged Pfefferle down
at the BG 13.
But then the "big daddy" of the
evening's fumbles occurred. Jones
was hit from the blind side on a
broken play, and the ball squirted
on its way to the Falcons' goal.
Everybody on the field seemed to
have their hands on the pigskin,
but nobody could control It until
Joe Green fell on the ball, 28
yards upfleld at the 39.
The same general pattern persisted throughout the contest, with
each team losing the ball, somehow, when the opponents defense
needed help In stopping an attack.
The tie gave BG a 1-0-1 mark
In the MAC, while overall they
stand at 3-0-1. Saturday's deadlock was even more costly to TU
because they've already suffered
a loss In MAC competition.
Miami and Ohio U. are the only
undefeated and untied teams In the
conference.
Game statistics turned out almost as close as the final score,
as Bowling Green had a total yardage of 242 to 278 for the Rockets.
Chuck Radich and Fred Mathews
carried most of the burden on
the ground for BG; gaining 46 and
59 yards respectively.
TU's top ground-gainer, Roland
Moss, was held to 76 yards, while
Pfefferle garnered game honors In
the rushing department with 83
yards.
Passing yardage favored BG
slightly, as Nyltray threw for 145
yards In completing 15 of 32 attempts. Bob Zlmpfer, Eddie Jones,

TRY AGAIN -- P. J. Nyltroy
hands off as the Falcons attempt to get a drive started
against the Rockets. (Photo by
Greg Daniels)

Tickets on sale
Student guest tickets will be on
sale all week at Memorial Hall.
The price of the ticket Is $2.50
fcmd allows the holders to sit anywhere In the student section. It
can only be used by someone of
college student age or under. It
cannot be used by parents. It
Is Intended for use by guests who
are student's dates for the day.
$4.00 and $5.00 reserved seat
tickets will be on sale all week.
These seats are located on the
East side of the stadium. There
are $5.00 box seats also available
I on the West side.
Coupon books ($3.00) and 50?
I game tickets will be on sale. These
can only be purchased and used
by Bowling Green students. These
| will not be sold on Saturday.
General Admission ($3.00 —
East side) will go on sale at the
I gate Saturday, along with reserved
seat tickets.

Frosh hooters
The freshman soccer team
will host the booters from
Karlham this afternoon In a
contest scheduled for 3:30 on
the varsity field behind the Ice
Arena.
The frosh booters of Coach
Thelser are 1-0 on the season

Remember!
Ring

Day

University
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and Mathews hauled In the tosses,
with Jones picking up 81 of the
yards.
The Rockets' Jones hit on 15
of 34, gaining 134 yards.

GAMMA PHI-THETA CHI
Thanks for the "puff"
that makes us number III
Your lovin'
Gamma Phi Beta Pledges
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Sheaf fer's big deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams,
52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.
SOrry abOUt that.

Sheaffer's big deal means you can

write twice as long. Because you
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49C refill free. All for just a dollar.
How much do you think you can

The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint pen. Oil t/\l I til
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On the paint shop run

The plight of the old ambulance
/

By GARY CROOKS
Feature Writer
Old ambulances never die; they Just lose their status. Last spring
the old ambulance, a white, '52 Cadillac, was replaced. Today, Its
"blue collar" Identifies It as a maintenance vehicle, faithfully serving the University as a paint truck.
"We probably have the only paint crew In the state that has a Cadillac to ride around In," commented Eugene F. Beatty, director of
building and facilities.
The "old white horse" was stripped of her ambulance supplies
but very few repairs were necessary. "It was a mechanically sound
vehicle but needed more usage," said Beatty.
Hauling ladders, paint, and men gives the converted ambulance
plenty of usage, according to Cecil F. Jlmlson, a painter who said:
"We've had as high as 16 men and 10 gallons of paint In it." Although
Jlmlson finds It useful, he thinks It steers hard. "It takes two men
and a boy to turn a sharp corner," he said.
The old ambulance, with over 121,500 miles behind It, should last
another several years as a paint truck, according to Earl Dick, foreman
of the paint shop.
The University purchased the old ambulance for $75 In 1961 from
army surplus at Port Clinton, Beatty said. Whatever Its fate, one
thing Is certain: The old ambulance Is Just too proud to die.

Vietnam's Bob Dylan
arrested, 'disappears'
By TRAN VAN DINH
College Press Service
WASHINGTON (CPS)—The name of Trlnh Cong Son came to the
notice of the American public only at the beginning of this year when
the New York Times published an article by Its correspondent In
Saigon, Bernard Welnraub, under the headline: "A Young Vietnamese
Sings of Sadness and War."
But long before that, Trlnh Cong Son, the "Bob Dylan of Vietnam,"
was the Idol of the Vietnamese public, especially the young, ills
public appearances were always sold out In advance, and his records
treasured by students and workers alike. In him war-torn Vietnam
confided and through him expressed her agony and shed her tears.
LONGS FOR PEACE
"I want to describe the absurdity of death In my country; I want
to describe the war," he said. He opposed the killing and he longed
for peace.
Ills Increasing popularity frightened the ruling Saigon generals who
fear peace more than war, the source of their wealth and power. They
decided that Trlnh Cong Son must be silenced.
Two months ago, on a visit to the northern provinces of South
Vietnam, he was arrested (without warrant and without trial, of
course) by the military security police In Da Nang. Officially he was
among the thousands of Vietnamese who "disappear" dally, and no one
except a few friends know he Is now In one of South Vietnam's numerous
detention camps.
Trlnh Cong Son was born with the war in 1940 (when the Japanese
Invaded Vietnam), and since then saw nothing but destruction In his
homeland. His native town, the ancient city of Hue, the last bastion
of Vietnamese culture with Its museums and Its libraries, was destroyed
during the Tet offensive this year by U.S. rockets and bombs.
INFLUENCED BY DYLAN
As Bob Dylan once said, "Open up your eyes and ears and you are
Influenced; there Is nothing you can do about It." Trlnh Cong Son
opened his eyes and saw only death and burning. He opened his ears
and heard only the thunder of bombs and the clatter of machine guns.
And there was nothing Trlnh Cong Son could do but write and sing
songs and express his sadness at the devastation of the land he loves
so much. He admitted he was Influenced by Bob Dyland and Joan Baez:
"I like Bob Dylan—his voice Is a cry, a lament. Joan Baez—her
voice Is melancholy and beautiful."
Trlnh Cong Son supported himself, his mother, two brothers and
five sisters with his talents. Who Is going to take care of them now?
They will surely Join the three million faceless "refugees" In the
barbed wire camps, the product of America's "natlon-bulldlng program"
for South Vietnam.
Trlnh Cong Son composed many songs, but his two most popular are
"Tlnh Ca Cua Nguol Mat Trl" ("Love Song of a Woman Maddened by
War"), and "Gla Tal Cua Me" ("Mother's Inheritance") which starts:
One thousand years of slavery under the Chinese aggressors,
One hundred years of domination by Western Invaders,
Twenty years of ceaseless civil war—
The fortune a mother bequeaths her children Is a sad Vietnam.
The mother's fortune Is a mountain full of graves,
The mother's fortune is a brood of rootless bastards
And a gang of faithless traitors."
From time to time he has hope, as In the song "I Shall Visit," In
which he tells his dream of visiting all the historical places of Vietnam
from north to south when peace returns.
VOICE SILENCED
Generals Nguyen Van Thleu and Nguyen Cao Ky and their numerous
secret servlves and police have Imprisoned thousands of students,
peace candidates, Intellectuals, peasants. They now tried to silence
the voice of tormented Vietnam by putting Trlnh Cong Son behind bars.
Bernard Welnraub wrote: "As soon as he starts strumming his
guitar and singing, the audience bursts Into song with him. At most
of his concerts, young women In the audiences weep."
Deprived of their Bob Dylan, the Vietnamese people now probably
have to ask Dylan and Baez to be the Interpreters of their agony and
their dreams and make them weep. The atrocious war maddens not
only the Vietnamese women but the sensitive and sensible people of the
world. Not to be maddened, one has to cry sometimes.

EVERYONE READY? ■■ And the 1968 Med Tug
got under woy Sunday. Gamma Phi Beta and

Gamma Phi

I beta Chi teamed to overthrow the opposing
teams.

Theta Chi win muddiest tug

By HOWARD CLEVELAND
Assistant Issue Editor
Gamma Phi Beta sorority and Theta Chi fraternity were declared
the winners of the sixth annual Sigma Phi Epsllon Mud Tug Sunday .
The win came as they-defeated the second place team made up of Kappa.
Delta sorority, Phi Kappa Tau and Delta Upsllon fraternities.
The Mud Tug Is
Quadrangle. The
and about three
The construction
muddiest ever.

held at Sterling Farm which Is Just north of Krelscher
mud hole Is approximately 25 feet long, 15 feet wide
feet deep before 2000 gallons of water are added
of the hole took a lot of work and seemed to be the

The Mud Tug began with Its traditional crowning of the Slg Ep Mud
Tug Queen and "his" court who were tossed head first Into the mud.
At half time a pull between the Slg Epplnmates and the last year's
spring pledge class determined that the plnmates were the stronger
of the two.
The Mud Tug teams consist of five sorority women and five fraternity men. A test of strength and timing determine who stays the
cleanest.
Theta Chi, defending champions, have won the Mud Tug for the last
three consecutive years and have captured first place honors four out
of the six times It has been held.
Bud Burtnett, a three-year veteran and captain of the Theta Chi
team, said that this was the roughest tug of his Mud Tug career.
"I thought It was all over when one of our men fell and we started
losing ground," said Burtnett.
This event counts towards the all greek trophy which Theta Chi
and Sigma Phi Epsllon shared last year.

AND PULL! - Th. gal. give
it their all as they try to pull
their opponents into the mud.
Farther on down the rope, th«
men offered their hands.

